Over the past few decades, the traditional aviation market has seen significant developments.
Introduction
The business idea of low cost carriers (LCCs) has revolutionized the international aviation market. Almost all of the world's newly founded airlines are touted as low cost carriers, to signal to potential customers the prospect of less expensive air travel. The emergence of low cost carriers has transformed airline industries all around the world. Liberalized market structure policies and a general growth in aviation fostered the start-up of several low-cost airlines worldwide. As presently witnessed in South America, India, the Middle East and also Australia and New Zea-Flying for a buck or two: Low-cost Carriers in Australia and New Zealand 298 land, these new airlines take on the so called legacy carriers that have built up complex personnel and cost structures over many years of protection by regulatory regimes inviting such developments. Hence, start-up carriers do not find it difficult to enter the market on the strength of lower costs, especially regarding administrative expenses and personnel. Put differently: Today, a newly established carrier is generally a "lower cost" airline, not necessarily a "low cost" airline. While it is difficult to exactly define LCCs, Cento (2009, p. 19 ) defines an LCC as "an airline company designed to have a competitive advantage in terms of costs over a FSC", and T2Impact and Flight Insight (2008, p. 28) note that common points of definition are based on "service and operational rules, such as lack of inflight food, direct distribution and a single aircraft type". However, airlines tend to break such rules, depending on their operating environment. Harbison and McDermott (2009, p. 27) The main factor that all LCCs have in common though, is simplicity, which in turn reduces cost (T2Impact and Flight Insight, 2008) . In order to be competitive, many network/legacy carriers introduced some of the LCC attributes, such as a simpler fare structure (such as Air Canada's three fares structure in domestic economy class) or extreme promotional fares, such as Air New Zealand's grabaseat fares (starting at $NZ 1 including all fees and taxes).
In the past years throughout North America and Europe, airlines launched as low cost carriers were mostly able to establish themselves quickly in the market due to the inflated cost structures of their traditional competitors. In addition, changes in consumer preferences favoured these low cost carriers. Generally, consumers had fared well with discount products in other markets (e.g. last minute travels, electronic products, hotels). However, in North America and Europe (for the most part) incumbent carriers have been able to come to grips with attacks from a host of start-up airlines, successfully resorting to cost cutting schemes that could bring about a reduction of much of the initial differences in costs and, in turn, prices. Today, consumers opting for traditional airlines are generally able to purchase cheap tickets, usually by taking advantage of offerings of unsold seats available from the airlines' homepages. However, the market share of European LCCs has grown steadily since their inception, at the expense of scheduled and charter airlines. In 2000, LCCs had a market share of 5%, while scheduled airlines had a 75% market share (Teckentrup, 2009) . With the rapid increase in LCCs, their market share grew to an estimated market share of 40% in 2010, while scheduled airlines lost a third of their market share (Figure 1 ). Charter airlines lost half of their market share as well, but this figure has to be interpreted with caution, since many traditional charter carriers in Europe evolved into hybrid airlines, with a mix of charter and LCC characteristics. (2009, p. 19 pe already e stry in Ocea e beginning ow cost mark China 
Aim and Methodology
The aim of this paper is to examine the different low cost carriers already having entered the markets in Australia and New Zealand, and to give an outlook on possible future developments. Low cost carriers have been largely analyzed and discussed controversially in the press and among economists and scientists. Studies specifically related to low cost airlines in Australia and New Zealand are scarce, and in Europe mostly unheard of. Thus, this paper examines the business model of each carrier, contrasting the characteristic criteria of low cost carriers in Europe and Australia/New Zealand.
This study is based on a market and business model analysis using primary and secondary sources. The secondary sources are mostly freely available data and information from newspaper and trade journal articles, studies of organizations, consulting companies and banks, field reports of private persons and journalists as well as publications and websites of the various airlines.
A business model is the description of the way in which a company, a corporate system or an industry creates value on the market. According to Bieger and Agosti (2006, pp. 47-49) , this requires answers to questions such as:
 Which benefits arise for which customer (groups) (product/service concept) and how is this benefit communicatively anchored (conveyed?) in the relevant market (communication concept)?
 How are the revenues generated (revenue/pricing concept), and which growth concept is pursued?
 Which core competencies are necessary (competence configuration)?
 What are the strategic factors for success?
 How is the business model implemented regarding the different processes and the marketing mix?
 Which partners are selected (cooperation concept, e.g. airports)?
The Aviation Profile in Oceania

Significance of Tourism and Air Travel
Market liberalization policies have enabled continued economic growth in Australia and New Zealand in the last ten years. Travel and tourism have become key economic drivers for both the Australian and the New Zealand economies. In Australia, tourism directly employs 5.6% of the workforce, contributes 3.7% of the GDP and is worth around 11% of exports. In New Zealand, tourism directly or indirectly employs 9.8% of the workforce, contributes 9% of the GDP and 18.7% of New Zealand exports (PhoCusWrigt, 2007) .
Oceania´s population is spread over a relatively large area of land and sea, which is why people rely heavily on aviation to get from place to place. Especially in Australia, with many regions being remote and desert, flying is the most convenient transport option for reaching many parts of the country. Australia, 2008b) . 
The Emergence of Low Cost Carriers in Australia and New Zealand
Over the past four decades the passenger aviation industry has been subjected to several waves of innovations. Three very important innovations are the political liberalisation in the 1970s and 1980s, the rise of LCCs, and the widespread application of the Internet. "Perhaps no international air travel market has been more radically affected by these innovations than the set of transTasman routes linking the major cities of Australia and New Zealand. Few aviation markets are now so open to competition, including competition from airlines based in third countries. Furthermore the relatively short (three to four hours) and simple (point-to-point) nature of the product has facilitated the entry of low cost carrier services and encouraged the adoption by consumers of 'do it yourself' comparison shopping on the internet" (Hazledine, 2008, p. 337) .
The deregulation of domestic aviation in New Zealand commenced in 1983 and was completed in 1990 with the abolition of air services licensing. In 1986, New Zealand already allowed up to 100% foreign ownership of domestic airlines. Australia initiated the deregulation process in 1990 and successfully completed it in 1995. Prior to this, Qantas and Ansett dominated the market (Forsyth, 2003) . The deregulation of Australia's domestic airlines meant that flight services were getting more competitively priced (BITRE, 2006; Francis et al., 2006; Statistics New Zealand, 2009) .
The majority of LCC development in the region has taken place on the trans-Tasman route, as well as domestically in Australia and New Zealand. Thus, this paper will focus on these areas.
Developments in the past years are characterized by airlines entering and withdrawing from the various international markets (Table 3) . Some of the airlines were founded as low cost subsidiaries of traditional airlines (e.g. Jetstar by Qantas, and Freedom Air by Mount Cook Airlines, a 100% subsidiary of Air New Zealand) in order to react to offers of emerging low cost carriers. Air New Zealand's creation of Freedom Air through Mount Cook Airlines was a direct response to the market entrance of Kiwi Airlines in the mid-1990s. Freedom Air inaugurated operations out of Dunedin and Hamilton, the gateways Kiwi Airlines used. Without the intervention of the Ministry of Transport, and with almost endless resources (through the parent company Air New Zealand), they were able to undercut fares and fly at a loss, whereas Kiwi Airlines had to make money. Ewan Wilson, CEO of Kiwi Airlines, reflects: "Air New Zealand knew exactly what cost structures were involved in running an airline, and deliberately and calculatedly set up Freedom Air and sat back and watched and waited" (Wilson, 1996, p. 164) . And it was indeed just a matter of time, until they had successfully pushed Kiwi Airlines out of the market, and into liquidation. 
Components of the Business Model
A close look at the airline industry shows that there is a wide range of different implementations of the low cost strategy, and that the boundaries between traditional and low cost carriers are blurred. Despite the low cost concept being implemented by various low cost carriers at different levels of intensiveness, and by means of different tools and concepts, it is possible to establish a common basic business model for low cost carriers ( Figure 5 ). The many configuration opportunities of the single business components will be analyzed further for the airlines, which operate EJTIR 11(3), June 2011, pp. 297-319 Gross and Lück Flying for a buck or two: Low-cost Carriers in Australia and New Zealand 305 within Australia and New Zealand, and/or offer trans-Tasman flights. Subjects of procurement and suppliers, as well as process management and marketing, and opportunities of their practical implementation will be pointed out.
The central element of a low cost strategy is a continuous analysis and control of the most important costs within a company and an efficient asset management. Therefore the product, distribution and communication policies, in addition to the pricing policy, need to be considered.
Procurement
Aircraft
Aircraft can be procured through purchase or leasing of both newly-manufactured and used airplanes. To finance their planes and required technical equipment, low cost carriers mainly use the leasing option. An important factor for the success of the low cost segment in Europe was the opportunity to buy second-hand aircraft. In the aftermath of the worldwide aviation crisis following September 11th, 2001, many used airplanes were available on the international market at very low prices (Bjelicic, 2004) . LCCs in Australia and New Zealand often started operations with leased and/or owned second-hand aircraft. In some cases they operated aircraft of their parent airline's fleets (e.g. Jetstar, JetConnect, Pacific Blue). However, these airlines increasingly purchase brand new aircraft from the manufacturers, supported by good deals due to high order numbers. In some cases, the airlines sell their new aircraft to a leasing company, and lease them back. The trend to the purchase or lease-back of new aircraft results in young fleets, which has positive effects on the operating costs (e.g. fuel efficiency, reliability, maintenance cost).
Figure 5. The Business Model of (European) Low Cost Carrier
Source: Gross and Schroeder (2007, p. 34) Lean Management, i. e. lean and cost-efficient business management (concentration on core competencies and outsourcing). Alignment of all processes and activities on optimizing and reducing costs, with the exception of the sensitive safety subject. (Stirm and Schmidt, 2005) . Such discounts may be used by airlines to sell a certain number of the aircraft to leasing companies and lease them back. This would allow them to achieve a net profit of several million dollars per jet (Goettert and Schmidt, 2005) . More recently, bulk orders have also been noted by LCCs in Australia. For example, Qantas has confirmed that a total of 53 aircraft have been earmarked for its low cost subsidiary Jetstar (Business Day, 2009) . A uniform fleet of the same aircraft type leads to cost savings for personnel training and more flexible operational planning, as flight and technical staff are subject to identical qualification standards. This also allows cost savings in the field of maintenance and servicing, for example with respect to spare part stock management. However, disadvantages may arise due to dependence on a sole manufacturer (supplier power). Also, flight scheduling advantages for low cost carrier result from a uniform fleet, since the different performance features and capacities of various aircraft types need not be taken into account. However, any possible variation in demand is impossible or difficult to compensate due to rigid capacities. The use of uniform aircraft in Australia and New Zealand, such as B737-800 and A320, is noticeable with LCCs operating in the present market (Table 4) . 
Procurement/suppliers
Airports
Airports are an important element within the business model of European LCCs, since they provide the necessary infrastructure. Savings on fees are often directly negotiated between the airlines and the respective airport, and may include various quantity discounts or marketing grants 4 . Although the negotiated fees do not allow all airports to cover their costs, they sometimes agree to the conditions dictated by a LCC because of the beneficial direct and indirect economic effects for the airport and the surrounding region. Encouraged by the rapid growth of LCCs, some airports market themselves as a LCC base, such as the airport Cologne/Bonn, which Flying for a buck or two: Low-cost Carriers in Australia and New Zealand 307 doubled their passenger numbers from 5.4m in 2002 to 10.5m in 2007. This growth is mainly based on LCCs, for example, germanwings (with its headquarter at the airport), TUIFly, Wizz, and easyJet (Graham, 2003; Harbison and McDermott, 2009) . In 2008, 63 to 65% of Cologne/Bonn's passengers were passengers on LCCs (DLR and ADV, 2008; Harbison and McDermott, 2009) . However, increasingly LCCs are being criticized for the pressure they put on secondary airports. For example, Ryanair asked Tallinn (Estonia) airport to lower the airport fees to zero for 950,000 pax and more, and in return offered to double passenger numbers (about 1.5 million additional pax per annum) (Tere, 2010) . In a public campaign, easyJet lobbied for lower airport charges at Luton airport. Their newspaper advertisements argue that 1,000 jobs would be at risk due to the increased airport charges (Airobserver, 2009) .
Even major airports experience pressure by LCCs. Manchester, the 4 th largest airport by passenger numbers in the United Kingdom, received an offer by Ryanair to increase its current network of ten cities by 28 additional weekly flights in return for zero passenger charges instead of currently £3. Manchester Airport refused this offer, resulting in Ryanair withdrawing nine out of the ten services (Harbison and McDermott, 2009) . Many airports today are fully dependent on LCCs, and some even on one single airline. The airport Frankfurt-Hahn, located some 150 kilometers outside of Frankfurt in a very rural area, is a former air force base that has been converted into a civilian airport. In 2007, 95 per cent of the 3.5 million annual passengers traveled with Ryanair. In addition, the remaining 5% are LCC passengers as well (Harbison and McDermott, 2009 (Horbert, 2007) . In Australia, the airport in Newcastle, New South Wales, has ranked 34 th among the world's fastest growing airports (>500,000 pax), with an increase from 459,572 passengers in 2004 to 1,110,607 passengers in 2008, which represents a growth rate of 142%. The LCC Jetstar is the dominant carrier at Newcastle airport, having a capacity share of 65% (Harbison and McDermott, 2009) . Jetstar is also the major player at Melbourne's secondary airport Avalon. With only one small competitor (Sharp Airlines), Jetstar undoubtedly provides the majority of the one million passenger capacity at Avalon (Avalon Airport, 2010). Concrete figures from LCCs in New Zealand are not known to the authors, but it is less likely that major airports will agree on concessions, given these airports are served by at least one of the network carriers (Air New Zealand and/or Qantas, plus a variety of foreign carriers in Christchurch and Auckland), and thus are not solely dependent on LCCs.
Outsourcing, Catering, Waste-disposal, Fuel
Since most low cost carriers do not have the required economies of scale, technical services such as maintenance and repair are outsourced to specialists who are able to carry out these jobs with greater cost-effectiveness, thus avoiding extra fixed costs for the airline company (Pompl, 2007; Doganis, 2001 (Table 6 ). Cost savings are also achieved by European LCCs with respect to waste collection and cleaning inside the cabin, since these services are partly undertaken by cabin staff, thus saving costs for external ground-handling contractors. Such cleaning duties could also be undertaken by the cabin crew on flights in Australia/New Zealand.
Process Management
Strategic Flight Scheduling
The established airlines focus on network-based structures while European LCCs concentrate on point-to-point operations between passenger-intensive economic centers. Airports are mainly offered in parallel markets, i.e. cities with several airports which are not yet being served by competitors, or secondary airports near larger economic centers (Pompl, 2007) . Because they use mainly secondary airports with no capacity restrictions, and without congestion, LCCs usually do not have problems in obtaining slots. Australia does not have many secondary airports in close proximity to the major cities, which makes competition with the traditional full-service airlines more difficult as in most cases LCCs have to utilise the same primary airports. Avalon airport in Melbourne is a notable exception, Flying for a buck or two: Low-cost Carriers in Australia and New Zealand 309 which is used by Jetstar. In several cases, Jetstar has chosen "(…) to avoid head to head competition on routes with Virgin Blue and its parents, Qantas, by flying from a secondary airport" (Forsyth, 2007, p. 92) . In contrast, Virgin Blue serves primary airports and competes directly with Qantas.
In New Zealand, there are virtually no alternative airports that are served by LCCs. However, the small airport in Paraparaumu, north of Wellington on the Kapiti Coast, is currently being developed with the establishment of a new terminal and the resealing of the runway (Blundell, 2009) . Air New Zealand plans to offer services to Auckland and Christchurch within a year, and the airport has the potential to grow into a secondary (LCC) airport for the Wellington region.
As far as flight distances are concerned, LCCs in Europe have mostly confined themselves to short and medium distance flights with a maximum flight time of approximately 2.5 to 3 hours, in order to achieve a large number of daily rotations. Since direct operational costs per seatkilometer decrease as the flight distance increases, short-distance flights are characterized by an unfavorable relation of ground time to flight time and thus less economical (Sterzenbach and Conrady, 2003) . In order to compensate for the disadvantages of relatively short flight distances, LCCs minimize aircraft turnaround times (under 30 minutes) and thus also optimizing the use of the cost-intensive production factor aircraft, quick boarding and no seat assignment, a one-class system (i.e. no separate boarding of business and economy class passengers), no guarantee of connecting flights and consequently no time-critical transfer of luggage, no cargo transport and abandonment or reduction of catering (thus, catering containers have to be exchanged less frequently, or not at all). This system allows LCCs in Europe to keep their aircraft flying up to twelve hours per day and to achieve higher frequencies between two destinations.
LCCs in Australia are challenged with a different set of environmental conditions, compared to LCCs in Europe. Due to the size of the country and its geographical conditions, routes tend to be much longer compared to the routes of European LCCs. Thus short "turnaround" times and "nofrills" (some frills are obligatory on longer flights), important determinants for cost benefits, tend to be less viable.
Personnel Policy
Due to their concentration on core competencies and related outsourcing operations, European LCCs managed to downsize their workforce to a minimum. Owing to limited onboard services, less in-flight cabin staff is required. Since most of the LCCs have been on the market for a relatively short period of time, and given the fact that they hired staff during economically difficult times and unions rarely were influential, it was possible to achieve low-pay agreements with longer working hours. Other factors which contribute to cutting costs are the maximum utilization of permitted working hours within the legal limits, avoidance of voluntary social charges (such as holiday allowance or Christmas bonus), as well as flight operation with minimum staff. As far as labor contracts are concerned, different national legal regulations are applied in order to employ staff with the most benefits accruing to the LCCs. Employees of Ryanair, for example, are offered contracts subject to Irish employment law, so that employee rights are greatly restricted in comparison to, for example, German ones (Bjelicic, 2004; Goettert and Schmidt, 2005 
Marketing
Product Policy
The traditional distinction between different booking categories (classes) is not applied by most European LCCs. Australian/New Zealand LCCs generally offer two classes (one standard economy, and one premium class), with the exception of Tiger Airways (Table 6 ). Virgin Blue is now promoting a more differentiated "New World Carrier" strategy, a business plan which is aimed at the contemporary business traveller. In this regard Virgin Blue Airlines recently launched Australia's first "Premium Economy" product (Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation, 2008).
Seat density, which is a product feature, is determined according to principles designed to optimize revenue. Tighter seating (typical seat pitch is 29-30 inches instead of the usual 31-34 inches with traditional airlines) leads to a reduction of product quality, while allowing an increase in capacity. Consequently, costs per seat and flight prices drop and the priority service feature desired by customers (i.e., low cost) is achieved (Sterzenbach and Conrady, 2003) . Virgin Blue, Pacific Blue, and Jetstar offer a seat pitch of at least 30-31 inches on their newer airplanes, which is a comparatively large seat pitch for a LCC ( Seat density describes the total actual number of seats of an aircraft, compared with the total number of seats possible (as per manufacturer). The total maximum capacity at which the airline operates the aircraft is calculated as a percentage. Table 7 shows that the airlines operating with 100% capacity are Jetstar and Tiger Airways. Surveys show that successful LCCs in Europe (e.g. Ryanair, easyJet, FlyBe.com) have similar seat densities. A study by Edwards (2008, p. 7) argues "that FSCs operate their aircraft at as much as 33% less than the maximum capacity levels employed by the highest-ranking LCC".
Frequent flyer programs are part of the standard services offered by traditional airlines. Since cost reduction is given priority by LCCs and those programs involve high administration costs, most European LCCs have not yet introduced such programs (exceptions are, for example, Air Berlin, TUIFly or germanwings). In contrast, all LCCs in Australia and New Zealand operating Flying for a buck or two: Low-cost Carriers in Australia and New Zealand 312 within the domestic market (with the exception of Tiger Airways) offer an own frequent flyer program or participate in an external scheme (Table 6 ).
Pricing Policy
Since the feature of "low fares" is the most important feature for consumers, pricing represents the most powerful marketing instrument for LCCs in Europe, while being a long-term factor for customer loyalty. For pricing LCCs use a mixed calculation, i.e. the average ticket price determined by cost accounting procedures serves as a basis for the offered prices. Flights are sold at different prices with some of the tickets undercutting network/legacy carriers significantly and being distributed at a loss, which in turn is compensated for by high-priced tickets, often exceeding the fares of network/legacy carriers. In contrast to traditional pricing policy, a time-related price discrimination is implemented through penetration pricing.
At first low base prices (initial prices) corresponding to the strategic pricing policy aims are determined, i.e. market-orientated pricing based on competition and demand is undertaken. These base prices are communicated to the consumers in order to encourage them to book early. In contrast to "last-minute prices", which are perceived by customers as being reduced as time goes on thus increasing the risk of booked out flights, this price system conveys to the customer the idea of a "price guarantee", i.e. there will be no cheaper prices for a certain flight at a later point in time. As booking goes on, pricing becomes more cost-orientated and prices increase as the departure date draws closer. There may be a constant increase in prices, or prices may be adjusted according to the revenue management parameters (e.g. booking details from the past, prognostics or price flexibilities) and the actual booking situation.
Consequently LCCs practice a dynamic and flexible pricing policy with a mixture of cost-and market-orientated elements. In a first step a specific low-price contingent is determined. Its size varies from one airline to another, comprising between 10% and 70% of the offered seats, and averaging 20-30% (Ramm, 2002) . When this contingent is sold prices increase in steps and may reach, or even go beyond, the prices of traditional airlines. The pricing of LCCs in Australia and New Zealand is less transparent. After the emergence of LCCs (Pacific Blue and Freedom Air) on the trans-Tasman routes, it is estimated that the seat capacity grew by 24%, while fares dropped by 30-50% (Collier, 2006) . However, after the initial price war, fares seem to have settled and appear to be set by LCCs to match competitors' fares, and often only slightly undercut these. The extreme gaps between the lowest and the highest fares, as is common in Europe (Table 8) , seem not to exist. Similar to European LCCs, but not to the same extent, there are hidden fees with LCCs, such as a $5 credit card fee (Pacific Blue), and a $20 baggage fee (Jetstar).
At the time LCCs in Europe emerged, there was typically one single price for a certain flight at a certain point of time. During the last few years this system has softened, and today, carriers like TUIfly, germanwings and Air Berlin offer true low fare tickets and flexible fares with significant price differences (TUIfly: Smile fare and Flex fare, germanwings: Basic and FlexPlus, Air Berlin: Spar and Flex). Most LCCs in Australia and New Zealand also offer different fares with specific terms and conditions, as illustrated in Table 6 . After having undertaken extensive market research, Air New Zealand recently announced a new fare structure across the Tasman, which is a mix of no frills (classic LCC) and full service fares. Air New Zealand will offer four different fares (Seat, Seat+Bag, The Works, and Works Deluxe) ( Table 9 ). 
Distribution Policy
LCCs in Europe sell their services through few distribution channels, mainly directly through the Internet or booking machines (direct self-distribution) or through their own centralized call centers established at cost-competitive locations. More savings of distribution costs are achieved by issuing tickets together with the boarding pass, and by using electronic tickets. Printing and material costs are even shifted onto the passengers (e.g. print-out of tickets/boarding passes). The collection of payment, which has traditionally been through intermediaries or special accounting agencies (e.g. Airplus), is practiced cost-effectively through credit and debit cards, creating a positive impact on the LCCs' solvency situation (Pompl, 2007 Table 10 .
Communication Policy
The communication policy is designed to inform (potential) customers about the available services offered by a LCC. Public relations work is partly carried out through spectacular campaigns, helping LCCs attract great public interest and gain free publicity. Sales promotion should be considered in close relationship with this. This includes enabling of both self-and third-party distribution channels, while it is also directed towards the end consumer. European LCCs run various sales promotion campaigns such as the sale of tickets at a symbolic price (e.g. for one cent) or giving away tickets free of charge. Furthermore, communication is practiced through intensive advertising addressed to the end consumer. Advertising focuses on the price, most of the time mentioning only the net price. Any extra charges such as general taxes, handling or safety duties, and fuel surcharges are charged separately and not mentioned at all or only as a footnote in advertisements. LCCs prefer advertising in daily newspapers ("daily prices need a daily press"). The communication concept incorporates both classical advertising through selective presence in relevant markets and the use of modern information technologies. But there are also innovative approaches which are being followed by low cost airlines. On British TV there is, for example, a documentary series run by easyJet ("Airline"), which is about the life of passengers and staff of the airline. After it had reached an audience of 75 million viewers in the UK, it was sold to other countries (e.g. New Zealand, Australia, Japan 
Conclusion
The LCCs in Australia and New Zealand are another example of the worldwide trend towards airlines offering heavily discounted fares, although the fare level across the Tasman appears to have settled after the initial price war in the mid-1990s. The local airline market has initially been dominated by the national airlines Qantas and Air New Zealand for many years. However, after some unsuccessful initial attempts (e.g., Impulse Airlines, Kiwi Airlines), the last decade has witnessed a major restructuring. The former duopoly of Qantas and Air New Zealand was stirred up by the emergence of LCCs significantly lowering fares. These discounted airfares have generated additional competition, providing greater deals for consumers. In addition the consumer benefits from flexible fare structures, i.e. whether to pay additional fees for luggage, catering, and entertainment. This has made air travel more attractive and will further accelerate the positive growth rates in the tourism industries in Australia and New Zealand. In a liberalized and more competitive environment the new LCCs achieved significant market shares of the region's aviation industry in just a few years. Legacy carriers responded in different ways. While Qantas is increasingly withdrawing from the trans-Tasman market (and operates these routes through their LCC subsidiary Jetstar), Air New Zealand re-integrated Freedom Air into their mainline operations, and introduced various fare products across the Tasman in 2010, from seat-only fares to full service fares. However, in a move to respond to the Qantas/Jestar strategy, Air New Zealand and Pacific Blue have recently announced a comprehensive cooperation including an extensive code share agreement (Pacific Blue, 2010) .
Having started as a low complexity, low cost airline, Virgin Blue evolved into an integrated air services provider. It benefits from a highly competitive cost structure, a modern and efficient fleet, flexible workplace arrangements and an effective and streamlined distribution model. It established a comprehensive domestic network with connectivity, great flight frequencies, a loyalty programme, lounges and other customer services, and already launched two international joint ventures. Pacific Blue is acting on the New Zealand market, whereas Polynesian Blue oper-Flying for a buck or two: Low-cost Carriers in Australia and New Zealand 316 ates to/from the Pacific islands. Tiger Airways remains the only "real" no-frills airline (e.g. one aircraft model, one booking class, no services included, no in-flight entertainment except of an inflight magazine).
The future development of the low cost business is expected to generate further demand on the trans-Tasman routes as well as increasing international outbound travel to other countries worldwide. Many LCCs have already altered airline strategies, offering long-haul routes to Asia, North America, and South Africa (e.g., V Australia, Jetstar). The use of secondary airports, primarily in Australia, could provide favourable conditions (not/less capacity restricted, lower costs, more convenient for passengers) for the further rise in LCCs in the region.
It is evident that the airline market in Australia and New Zealand has significant growth potential. LCCs will play a major role in this, but especially Air New Zealand is not shy in counteracting and offering similar products, both domestically, and across the Tasman. The fierce competition means it will be particularly difficult for new entrants to survive in this industry.
The analysis of the business models in Australia and New Zealand showed that the LCCs in that region adopted a number of product developments, as well as service offerings (for purchase), deviating from their counterparts in Europe, North America and Asia. However, both across the Tasman Sea, one of the most competitive aviation markets in the world, as well as in their respective domestic markets, fares have not reached a similarly low level. With distances requiring flight times of more than three hours across the Tasman, and up to five hours domestically in Australia, such low fares are not financially viable. On the other hand, with a population just over four million in New Zealand, and just over 21 million in Australia, the potential markets are significantly smaller than in Europe (731 million) and North America (529 million). While LCCs in Oceania could learn a great deal from their more experienced counterparts in Europe, European LCCs can now in turn gain valuable information from LCCs who operate in different environments, such as the adaptation of a LCC to a longer short haul to medium haul operations.
